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INTRODUCTION
Rapidly changing market conditions are causing automated machines to be used in truly flexible ways within integrated computer controlled manufacturing environments. This introduces a requirement to formulate an integrated approach to the design of both the control software and the physical configuration of machines. Traditional practice in automated machinery design involves customization of a machine and its control system to satisfy specific requirements. More recently, industrial robots have provided increased flexibility, but the fixed configurations adopted often result in far from optimized performance capabilities yet redundant capability, with consequent high costs. The modular approach has been widely adopted by machine builders and as much as possible designers utilize well proven and readily available mechanical and control system components to construct a new machine. However, the ability to select machine building elements, configure them into a wider structure and simulate overall performance of the machine is restricted by a lack of computer tools. This forces designers to consider the design issues at the low level of components rather than at the machine system level. This results in a tendency to constrain solutions to a small number of machine configurations which although well proven do not lead to near-optimal operational performance in terms of cycle times, accuracy and cost. Clearly, therefore, great benefit would be gained from the availability of methods and tools to support a more comprehensive range of well-tried and tested configurations.
The Modular System (MS) Research Group at Loughborough University of Technology has worked with SERC funding towards establishing an integrated methodology for designing and controlling manufacturing machines that can reduce associated life cycle The MS was received on I1 May 1993 and was accepted for publication on 20 October 1993. * Present address: Engineering Design Centre, Lancaster Uniuersity, Loncashire. 802593 0 IMechE 1994 costs and improve their effective industrial use. The methods are based on the use of graphical and other modelling techniques and the notion of 'enacting' design models so as to facilitate the practical implementation and application of a machine specified and modelled during design processes. The approach brings together interdisciplinary tools to support the design of computational control systems and electromechanical elements of machines. Importantly, the tools provided are based on a consistent set of models of machine primitives (or building blocks) where the models provide means of both simulating and emulating machine performance. As part of the methodology derivatives of the design models are enacted during runtime to drive the manufacturing machine. The tools provided by the MS Group are being evaluated through designing and building a variety of machines for materials handling, packaging and printing.
Thus an important part of the MS Group's approach concerns the derivation of a computer aided simulation tool for modular machine design and machine control program verification, which can lead to model enactment during other life cycle phases of machines. The work reported in this paper describes first-generation solutions which meet that requirement in the form of a computer simulation tool.
Literature surveys in the area of robotic modelling, simulation and off-line programming conducted by Chan (1) and Yan (2) confirm that a wide range of techniques and tools are readily available which can handle workplace modelling and simulation issues for specific robot structures. However, the work to date cannot flexibly model and simulate more general manufacturing machines, including generalized modular machine structures. The underlying techniques do provide a starting point for research which can facilitate the design of more general forms of kinematic structure. Thus further research investigation was required to advance modelling and simulation technologies in a manner that (a) satisfies the requirements of modelling point Linear axis (4)
UJ

Fig. 1 A modular machine for the assembly of printed circuit boards
and simulating more general modular manufacturing machines and (b) can lead to the creation of an integrated environment for machine design and control. Figure 1 illustrates just one example target application area for the approach, this being a test rig for the assembly of printed circuit boards which is used by MS Group members for the evaluation and alteration to their machine design and implementation tools. This paper emphasizes key design criteria which underpin aspects of the computer simulation tool produced and describes the parameterization of machine building elements and their computer representation.
MODULAR MACHINE PRIMITIVES
Library primitives
Various industrial machines have been designed to automate (or semi-automate) a spectrum of manufacturing operations. These machines demonstrate a variety of properties but at the same time they exhibit distinct similarities. Hence it is generally accepted that different classes of manufacturing machine can be decomposed into sub-systems which themselves can be further decomposed into machine primitives or modules (3, 4) which individually or collectively can give rise to those properties. For example, a typical machine constituent could be as simple as a single degree of freedom prismatic or revolute joint, or alternatively could implement the functionality of a gearbox or a cam-follower. Conceptually, and as described later, 'modules' providing a single degree of freedom can be considered as loworder primitives. Alternative decompositions might lead Part B: Journal of Engineering Manufacture to primitives (or modules) of a higher order which provide motion in more than one degree of freedom. The machine elements or primitives obtained from a physical machine decomposition can be further analysed and generalized according to their features. In this paper, the kinematics of a machine and its primitives are considered to be critical, and machine primitives are classified according to physical shape and kinematic motion type. Non-motion elements which are commonly used in machine building are also considered to facilitate the modelling of modular machines. Parameterization of these various machine primitives enables classes (or families) to be represented in a consistent form. The establishment of such a library of parameterized machine primitives can reduce design effort by standardizing procedures for building machines. Established machine primitives can then be reused by machine builders and new modules added to the library as needs are identified.
The library of machine modules can be viewed as a collection of: 1. Geometric primitives. These are an idealized representation of low-and high-order modular building elements and provide the motion elements that collectively form the moving and base parts of a machine configuration. 2. Motion kinematic primitives. These represent the types of motion provided by a modular machine and its constituents. Spatial path, velocity and acceleration characteristics are defined. 
Non
Synthesis of kinematic motions
Geometric primitives are derived from an analysis of kinematic motion pairs. Kinematic pairs with a surface contact are known as lower pairs and include translational joints, revolute joints and their combinations. Kinematic pairs with point or line contact are known as higher pairs and are typified by gears and cams (5,6). It has been shown that there are no more than six lower pairs, namely prismatic, revolute, screw, cylindrical, planar and spherical pairs (7) . A close study also shows that the constituent motion freedom of the last four motion pairs appears as a combination of the single degree of freedom revolute and prismatic pairs (8). Therefore it will be assumed that the functionality of these four lower pairs can be replaced by an appropriate combination of prismatic and revolute joints.
The benefit of this simplification is that every single degree of freedom building element can be controlled in a modular fashion, and this eases the problems of coordinating combined motions of this type. It might be noted that decomposition of a mechanical mechanism and the associated control system (which itself may be a decomposition of a higher order control system) can lead to a module which is referred to as a mechatronic unit. Since there is less complexity in direct joint control, the substitution of a mechanism with more than one degree of freedom by a combination of directly controlled prismatic and revolute joints can provide more flexibility and higher precision. On the other hand, inter-processor delay may ultimately limit the working of several directly controlled single degree of freedom joints when they need to work in a closely coordinated manner. High-order pairs such as camfollowers and gearboxes can also be replaced by Q IMechE 1994 appropriate prismatic and revolute joints associated with a flexible controller, as discussed in Section 3.2.
With the above brief analysis of motion pairs, it is shown that from the kinematic modelling point of view, prismatic and revolute motion pairs provide essential and sufficient machine building elements for the modelling of computer-controlled modular machines. The modelling of other kinematic requirements and motion types can be addressed by using either single prismatic or revolute joints or their combination. The separation of kinematic modelling and control issues generalizes the modelling of kinematic motion pairs as two types of motion pairs and allows the consistent use of control algorithms throughout the life cycle of machine modelling and control. This is extremely useful in facilitating the integration of computer-controlled machinery within manufacturing systems.
SINGLE DEGREE OF FREEDOM GEOMETRIC PRIMITIVES
Synthesis of lower motion pair primitives
In computer modelling, a generalized prismatic joint ( Fig. 3a) is characterized by (a) its location and orientation in a global coordinate frame, (b) the position of the base and moving parts relative to the global frame, (c) the geometry of the moving and base parts and (d) the kinematic constraints and axis manipulation information. This generalized approach provides the flexibility in modelling different varieties of the same type of prismatic joint, as the relative position of two local coordinate frames can be arbitrarily defined. This axis coordinate frame also determines the kinematic structure of an axis, and hence the structure will be maintained even if the geometry to represent a part of the axis is missing. This is a very useful simplification feature and allows the hiding of some trivial geometries when the model becomes very complex.
For revolute joints, the same coordinate frame system can be applied. In order to locate the axis origin at an appropriate position and orientation, the axis geometries need to be arranged according to the changes of motion type and the origin of the axis geometry. However, the same general axis structure remains (see Fig. 3b ). A one degree of freedom rotation around the Z, axis in the local coordinate frame O , X , Y , Z , is allowed.
Analysis and degeneration of higher pair motion
Although lower pairs have the capability to withstand considerable applied loads due to their surface contact, higher pairs are sometimes indispensable and still find many applications within traditional machine design (8).
A typical example of a higher pair mechanism is a cam-follower, which is traditionally the simplest means of achieving a complicated displacement profile with respect to some variable (commonly time). As an alternative to a cam driver, a computer-controlled actuator can drive a prismatic joint controlling movement to generate a given time and displacement profile. In this way a higher pair (cam-follower) can be replaced by a lower pair (prismatic joint) both in a real machine as well as in the simulation. This replacement of cam drivers has the following advantages : 1. Computer-based controllers can change the 'cam tour' (that is the relationship between time and displacement) flexibly and easily under software primitives Part B: Journal of Engineering Manufacture control, and this can significantly reduce the cost and leadtime to produce a new physical 'cam-follower'. Furthermore, the use of programmable transmission elements of this type can lead to less downtime during product changes on manufacturing machines 2. Wear and lubrication problems are reduced by the use of fewer mechanical parts. 3. It is easier to maintain a software cam and reliability is improved as there is no line or point contact (9).
4.
Since there is no restriction on the rise and fall profiles, software cams provide a wider range of choices, even for more complicated transformations.
The gearbox is another type of conventional higher pair mechanism, transmitting power to individual driveshafts at various speeds. The use of gearboxes for transmission is based on the assumption that the size, shape or the handling requirements of the product range to be processed by a particular machine throughout its lifetime are known (8, 9) . However, with reducing product life cycles and an increasing pressure to minimize product costs, the use of a gearbox transmission system can become expensive due to its inflexibility in coping with either faster throughput or an entirely new product. The expectations for a new generation of production machines able to flexibly adjust to changing requirements have encouraged researchers to derive a family of 'intelligent' controllers and drivers (10). Software gearboxes can achieve the necessary transformation between a displacement (measured by an encoder, which is a replacement for the input pinion of a gearbox) and the position of an output shaft of a servomotor. Furthermore, the capacity to store different position relationships between the input device and the output shaft can lead to much increased flexibility. Kinematically this simplifies the gearbox into a set of revolute joints rotating in a synchronized and coordinated way.
(9).
COMPUTER GEOMETRIC REPRESENTATION OF MOTION PRIMITIVES
Since all constituents of a machine have a physical manifestation, a graphical description of the geometry is a commonly used approach in machine simulation (11). Similarity in shape between the real and modelled geometry of a physical machine can enhance the visualization and identification of static and kinematic behaviour. In some circumstances, such as collision detection, the precise geometric representation of a machine and its working environment may be an essential feature of performance evaluation. Generally, a joint can be represented by two entities which model the moving and base parts of an axis. Two single pieces of geometry can only statically represent a frame of an axis. A complete axis includes these two pieces of geometry together with a coordinate frame which establishes the relationship between the two items and the axis to form a motion pair. In order to place an axis within its working environment further information is required to relate the local axis frame and the global frame of the machine modelling environment.
The completeness of the geometric representation of a machine environment will determine the accuracy of the simulation, but it will conflict with the need for efficient simulation. An axis can be simply represented by two single pieces of geometry and five coordinate frames and be displayed on a screen as two compound geometries and related coordinate frames. The compound geometries are the results of addition and subtraction of several primitive geometries. In terms of geometric representation, the base geometry (which is a part of the axis basic geometry) owns the other geometries which are added to the base geometry, in the same way as the physical joint constituents can be assembled on to a physical joint base. The extending end of a compound geometry is open and any number of different primitive geometries can be owned by the base of the compound geometry, but this will typically result in inferior simulation speed, especially when graphic animation is involved.
In order to clarify a model visually, part of an axis geometry can also be dummy (in the sense that it is not modelled graphically) to facilitate the visualization and understanding of complex configurations at higher speed. By using a simplified representational model of any group of axes it becomes easier to animate a machine; however, this will be at the expense of less accurate modelling. A trade-off between the modelling accuracy and simulation efficiency must be made, although with the availability of increasingly powerful computer systems more effective tools will continue to emerge.
As discussed earlier, most machine kinematic pairs can be replaced by a computer-controlled prismatic or revolute axis. It is therefore of fundamental importance to establish a common, inclusive and flexible data representation to generalize the computerized modelling and simulation of geometric axes. This data structure should be inclusive (in the sense of completeness of joint information) so that it can ensure that the data are informative enough for modelling, evaluation and task programming. A common data structure for an axis should comply with the modular methodology, facilitate the manipulation of axes within a machine modelling environment and simplify the modelling of modular machines. The data structure should also be flexible since the simulation of a machine environment requires large amounts of computation and covers a considerable variety of physical joints. Effective data searching of the data structure of a single axis or a group of axes within a complete machine environment has considerable impact on the flexibility and efficiency of the simulation system. The axis information includes dimensional, spatial and kinematic aspects, and these data are arranged into a ring of blocks for each primitive and into a hierarchical tree structure to represent the logical arrangement of the machine.
Analysis of axis structure and data representation leads to a physical joint being described in the data structure as an axis composed of seven basic data blocks (as shown in Fig. 4) . 
THE DERIVATION OF A LIBRARY OF GEOMETRIC PRIMITIVES
A family of single degree of freedom mechanical modules has been derived based on the use of the data structure depicted in Fig. 4 . Coaxial prismatic axes are available in the library with default shapes of either two cuboids, two cylinders or a combination of one cuboid and one cylinder (see Fig. 5a ). Pointers are provided for users to add any subshape on to the default geometry so as to improve the realism of the geometric representation. Offset prismatic axes have been parameterized in the library and can be used as a mechanical slide module or a carriage (see Fig. 5b ).
Coaxial revolute axes have been provided in the library as shown in Fig. 5c , including a commonly used swing type of axis (see Fig. 5d ).
A screw-type axis has also been included in the library as an exceptional case of the single degree of freedom modular unit. Graphically it is represented by a revolute axis (see Fig. 5c and d) . However, a special driver is needed should linear or rotational motion be a requirement.
HIGHER ORDER LIBRARY PRIMITIVES
In the majority of manufacturing application areas there is a requirement for motion in three-dimensional space, and consequently it is unusual to find a single degree of freedom unit used in isolation. However, at the other extreme of multi-degree of freedom mechanisms (such as conventional serially chained robots), redundant motion capabilities are often found. Thus although a multi-degree of freedom mechanism may represent a feasible kinematic solution, it will often not represent the best solution because (a) the machine may be unnecessarily costly, (b) it may demonstrate relatively poor accuracy (and repeatability) and (c) it may involve relatively long cycle times (due to the limited effective power-weight ratio) (12). One approach to machine design is to specifically design a complex machine tailored to manufacturing certain types of component. However, the alternative approach of designing a distributed machine will gain in popularity with the increased availability of modular building elements. This in turn will lead to cheaper solutions, with improved levels of accuracy and repeatability when compared with conventional industrial robots.
The topological properties of contemporary pedestalmounted industrial robots are dominated by four types : Cartesian (PPP); cylindrical (PPR); spherical or polar coordinate (PRR); and revolute or articulated (RRR) configurations (6, 13) (here P denotes a prismatic axis and R denotes a revolute one), although SCARA (selective compliance arm for robotic assembly) configured robots have also become widely used, particularly for light assembly applications. Three serially chained low-level machine primitives can have extensive reach within a three-dimensional working envelope. This implies that three degree of freedom modular devices should meet many industrial needs. Also it is practical to limit to three the number of articulated joints in a group provided that it is possible to drive a number of groups (of up to three joints) in a distributed way where the resulting relative motions after alternative means of positioning and orienting workpieces, tools, etc. In such a machine system the practical restrictions, such as computing power of the controller and the complexity of kinematic algorithms which impose a limit on the maximum size of any serial chain (and hence on the range of kinematic solutions), is removed (14). If more joints are required another group of axes can be created via computational means and logically (rather than physically) connected to the previous groups.
In addition, due to the modular approach adopted, tasks requiring motion can be achieved via the concurrent operation of several simple sub-tasks (and associated sub-motions). This results in parallelism which can lead to shorter cycle times (12).
For these reasons it is feasible, and indeed desirable, to limit to three the number of joints in any given group. Mechanical parallelism (that is the use of concurrently operating groups) can then be applied in the configuring of motion mechanisms and in the modelling of a modular machine.
Prismatic and revolute axes combinations
Axis group configurations arise from two approaches : (a) articulated or serially chained configurations of up to three axes and (b) distributed or physically decoupled configurations.
An articulated two-axis configuration is commonly used when building simple manipulators and is often used in industrial robot configurations. The advantage of this type of configuration is that the manipulator has better reach capability (improved dexterity) than other two degree of freedom mechanisms. However, since the base joint has to carry a second (or chained) joint, the moving mass will adversely affect the accuracy (through link deflection, etc.) and the speed of response (the power-weight ratio will be reduced, as will the maximum acceleration of the end effector). All possible combinations of two-axis groups and thus all of their configurations and working envelopes are analysed in However, even for these twelve simple chains only four have found widespread use in industrial robots. In establishing methods of designing machines from serial chains it is useful to study the characteristics of all 12 configurations and to provide corresponding supporting tools to facilitate design processes. Important characteristics include: (a) the inherent theoretical accuracy with which specific configurations can be modelled and controlled; (b) ease of control which will depend upon the complexity of the kinematic solution for different configurations ; (c) the working envelope of the configuration; (d) speed of a movement of the end point.
Prismatic joints will typically demonstrate better inherent accuracy than their revolute counterparts, particularly when combined with other joints of the same class. In practice, of course, the accuracy achievable will depend on many factors relating to the type of drive used (for example rotational or translational; electric, hydraulic or pneumatic), properties of the power train and feedback transmission elements used, properties of the controller and drive amplifier (for example deadband, nature of control approach and algorithms) and the resolution of the feedback sensors. However, the resolution of a revolute joint will be determined by the product of the joint length and angular resolution and for this reason alone, as the radius arm of the joint is extended, the accuracy with which positioning can be realized will be reduced. This can give rise to practical implementation problems which result in poor inherent accuracy in that degree of freedom. In addition, since a revolute joint introduces trigonometric functions in the forward kinematic computation, the control of such joints is more complex than for translational joints, particularly when a configuration has a revolute joint as the first in the chain or where there is more than one revolute joint in succession. If a prismatic joint is located in a direction parallel to one axis of a Cartesian coordinate frame, it dramatically simplifies the kinematic computation.
On the other hand, as a revolute joint rotates about its axis, configurations which include rotations will invariably provide greater dexterity than prismatic ones, as they normally rotate within a relatively large envelope. Typically the length of a prismatic joint will be restricted as it will have a linear mating surface requiring the mass of the joint to be restricted. Thus, configurations with revolute joints typically have advantages of large working envelopes and relatively high speed of movement of the arm's tip. Figure 7 illustrates the 12 valid configurations, their working envelopes and their inherent spatial accuracy 12) inherent spatial accuracy Nore: Di stands for the mpXimum distance the ith axis can move.
L, sfands for the orthogonal length between the ith axis and the (i + 1)th axis.
R, is the resolution of the ith axis.
IAOR stands for the inhmnt accuracy of resolution of a manipulator configuration Fig. 7 An analysis of twelve possible three-joint configurations, their working envelopes and in each direction. With respect to spatial properties, on the assumption that factors such as deflection in links can be ignored, the inherent spatial accuracy (ISA) of a multi-axis manipulator system will be some function of the inherent resolution with which links in the manipulator can be controlled. Here that function will depend upon geometric properties of the manipulator system, whereas the inherent resolution will typically be determined by the linear or angular resolution of the position sensing and feedback system (used as part of the controller and drive system for each joint). The resolution for a prismatic joint is expressed as a linear displacement whereas the resolution for a revolute joint is specified as an angular increment, this being converted into an equivalent linear displacement by multiplying the angular resolution by the orthogonal length between this joint and its next adjacent joint (that is the effective link length). Thus the ISA for a lugh-order (multi-axis group) motion primitive can be determined with reference to spatial functions relating the joints. The ISA for the configurations illustrated in Fig. 7 is exemplified here to demonstrate the principles involved, which were used by the authors to obtain the range of ISA values that occur corresponding to the range of postures that the kinematic structure can adopt. In Fig. 7, configuration (4) , R, and R, are defined as the angular resolutions (in radians) for the first and third revolute joints respectively, and R , is a linear displacement resolution for the second joint (in metres). L , is defined as the distance between the rotational axis of the first joint and the sliding axis of the second joint, while L3 is the distance between the rotating axis of the third joint and its distal point. Since the prismatic joint is associated solely with a linear resolution and movement in the 2 direction, the ISA component in that direction will be in direct proportion to the resolution of the second joint (that is R2). However, for each revol-Ute joint, the ISA component introduced by the joint will be proportional to the effective link length multiplied by the angular resolution of that joint, that is R, x L , and R , x L , respectively. As the three links traverse their working envelope the ISA components of the rotating joints will have varying resolved components in the X and Y directions. For example, suppose that the first joint rotates by u degrees and the third joint by fl degrees; then the ISA components caused by the rotation of the first jont can be expressed as follows: On considering the rotation of both the first and third joints, the ISAs can be expressed as , x ( L , + L3) cos a + R , x L , cos B  ISAb, 1 + 3) = R , x (L, + L,) cos a + R , x L, sin fi where ISA(x, 1 + 3) is the combined resolved components of the inherent spatial accuracy of the first and third joints in the X direction.
When a = j3 = 0 or 180" or a = #? = 90 or 270°, then
The maximum value and range of the ISA is thus derived. In Fig. 7 only the ISA value and its range for the extreme positions along the X, Y and 2 directions are listed. The maximum value of the ISA and its range can be obtained in a similar way for the other configurations. ISA values can provide very useful information when selecting a high-order motion primitive. Each of these 12 high-order primitives is constructed by successively linking the next constituent joint to the moving part data block of the axis data structure (see Fig. 4 ) within a ring and tree structure. The axis group is headed by a general data block where all the information concerning the axis group, including ISA values and data for deriving working envelopes, are stored (see Fig. 8 ).
Distributed configurations
Articulated configurations have been used to automate many types of manufacturing operation, with industrial robots being just one example of the use of the technology. Potentially, however, distributed, but logically coupled, mechanisms can be even more widely applied as they can decompose a complex task into several subtasks, possibly accomplishing the whole more simply and quickly. Due to a lack of suitable complementary distributed control system capabilities, this potential has yet to be realized industrially.
On considering the characteristics of possible configurations of distributed machines, each individual device can be a single axis, an axis group or some other form of compound mechanism (for example proprietary devices). Therefore all geometric primitives within the modular machine modelling library can be used as distributed configuration primitives to construct an application-specific configuration. There is no limit to the number of possible distributed machines as far as configuration is concerned, but the performance of a practical distributed machine configuration may suffer from computational limitations related to the software methods and computer hardware. The key issue in adopting a distributed machine configuration then becomes how a designer can be assisted in logically arranging related devices within the machine. Functional decomposition of an ideal machine which satisfies the machine design specification becomes an important criterion in determining the spatial distribution and logical coupling of two or more devices. Three-dimensional motion can very often be decomposed and replaced by two separate relative motions. A robot with an XYdimensional working envelope can typically be replaced by two single-axis motions which are physically distributed but logically connected to achieve a desired XY spatial path. The methodology for building a distributed manufacturing machine is briefly described here, while Yan (2) provides more detailed information about the control of a distributed machine in a simulation environment.
Co-ordination and synchronization of distributed configurations to achieve some group (or global) functional goal will need to be established by appropriate control of each device, both separately and collectively. A distributed configuration can have its devices arbitrarily placed within its working environment, with electronic or logical coupling between the individual motions. Thus a distributed configuration does not suffer from the same spatial restrictions as serially chained manipulator systems. The logical relationships will determine the global properties of a distributed system.
3 Aggregation of articulated axis groups
The methods chosen for building an articulated axis group include the two distinct operations of (a) graphical configuration and (b) the establishment of data structure relationships.
Graphical configuration (or aggregation) can be defined as the process of locating each constituent axis at the correct position and orientation. This requires computer assistance or configuration tools which in this project have been built on either graphical manipulation tools or textualbanguage-based commands. Constituent axes are aggregated to form an axis group. A single axis can easily be created by the selection of a family of primitives from the library and the definition of appropriate parameters. Graphical manipulation at this stage is at the level of the complete axis rather than the separate representations of the base and moving parts, and axes may be added, deleted, scaled, positioned and orientated.
Single axes may then be bound together to form a group, and this results in the establishment of data structure relationships between the individual axes. The data relationships created in this way are of a parentchild nature, and a typical data arrangement of an axis group is illustrated by Fig. 8 . Since a child axis is always attached to the moving part of its parent, it is essential to create and maintain the parent-child relationships, and this is achieved by the use of linking pointers.
BUILDING AN END-EFFECTOR-AN EXAMPLE OF A HIGHER ORDER MECHANISM PRIMITIVE
As an example of building a higher order mechanism by aggregating previously described axis primitives, an analysis of industrial robot end-effectors is outlined and the associated data representations are detailed. Using the methods described here the higher order mechanism can be added to the library of primitive devices to enable re-use as required.
Industrial robot end-effector research has frequently been oriented towards the design of replacements for typical human operator hand functions. Consequently many end-effectors take the shape of a two-fingered Q IMechE 1994 parallel jaw. This type of end-effector possesses the ability to grasp objects in either one or two dimensions of the three translational degrees of freedom in the object's space (16). Another research direction has been towards the creation of industrial robot hands and particular effort has recently been aimed at creating dextrous multi-finger robot hands (17). Two-fingered gripper configurations are dominated by the rotational and translational types shown in Fig. 9a . Some would consider the ultimate universal gripper to be the human hand, but at present such structures are too complex for industrial use. However, for many applications a three-fingered hand (Fig. 9b) should provide  suffkient dexterity (6,16) .
The rotational gripper of Fig. 9a consists of two coordinated revolute joints, while the translational gripper is composed of two prismatic joints. Both types can be treated as two distributed but logically coupled axis groups for modelling purposes. Two fingers can be modelled graphically by two revolute or two prismatic axis primitives and will typically be owned by the gripper base or wrist. In terms of the data structure, both fingers are children of the base and form a child data ring for the base. A control relationship between the two fingers should be established for manipulation purposes.
A three-fingered hand is much more complex, but by aggregating modules from the library, it is possible to construct such a hand. The three-fingered hand can be composed of three open serial chains and a wrist, where each finger consists of three revolute axes. In terms of the hand configuration, three finger chains are distributed on the wrist. Therefore, such a hand can be modelled by using three three degree of freedom serially chained primitives and configuring them into appropriate positions. In a similar fashion to the two-fingered gripper, the wrist owns three child fingers and a child data ring is formed for the wrist in the internal data structure. However, each finger has a three serial axis chain and each digit or axis can be controlled individually or collectively. The graphical models for a twofingered gripper and a three-fingered hand are shown as Fig. 9a and b respectively.
LIBRARY PRIMITIVES AND THEIR MANAGEMENT
The geometric primitives included in the library can be classified into the following types: (a) single degree of freedom primitives; (b) high-order manipulator primitives; (c) user-specified high-order primitives; (d) non-motion accessory primitives. The same types of basic axes with different geometric shapes can be used to distinguish various physical joints. Users are also provided with supporting tools to define their own type of axis should they require some variation from the basic axis representation.
Because of the complexity of the data structures used to describe individual and combinations of library primitives, a library manager is required to ensure their correct and efficient use. The manager automatically creates all primitive constituent data blocks and links them in a specific way within the data structure. Thus the geometric description of a primitive and the assignment of coordinate frames to each geometric entity forms the central issue of primitive creation. The manager also has to ensure that the correct data are assigned to primitives. Since every library primitive has been parameterized, only required meaningful data may be input. It is the manager's task to check the data type and possible value range, provide another chance for input if mistakes are made and finally to assign parameter values when the correct input has been made with appropriate dimensioning applied. As the primitive's data structure is a subordinate of its owner, the manager should call graphical display functions to enable visualization of the primitive on a screen.
CONCLUSION
This paper has described an approach to modelling and simulating modular manufacturing machines which can be more generally applied for machine modelling and simulation than conventional robot simulation systems. A generalized approach to modelling a modular manufacturing machine has been described based on a synthesis of generic features of various kinematic motion pairs. Prismatic and revolution motion primitives have been generalized and their functional and geometric aspects represented in terms suited to computer modelling. Based on an understanding of the nature of these motion pairs, a hierarchical data structure has been designed and implemented to comprehensively represent them and simulate their performance. This struc-Part B: Journal of Engineering Manufacture ture can be used to describe modular machine motion pairs easily and effectively within a modular machine due to its generic and flexible nature. To facilitate the modelling of more complicated modular manufacturing machines, a library of up to three degrees of freedom motion modules has been established. Seven two degree of freedom motion primitives and twelve three degree of freedom motion primitives with articulation configuration have been highlighted and included in the motion primitive library. Distributed motion primitives and configuration were also considered in the paper. Any of these motion primitives in the library can be selected and instantiated by a machine designer to configure a machine easily, and thus the library provides a very flexible facility for modelling modular manufacturing machines. Finally, an example demonstrated how to select some machine building elements from the motion primitive library to construct a twofinger industrial robot gripper and a three-finger industrial robot hand. This example illustrates the power and flexibility gained from an approach that promotes the use of distributed manipulation.
The simulation tool described in this paper provided first-generation solutions to a key area of a wider programme of MS Group study aimed at advancing current practice when producing industrial machines by supporting and integrating lifecycle processes. A second-generation, enhanced version of this modelling and simulation approach has since been developed and is currently being integrated with motion definition tools (which support motion design aspects of software cams, gears and links) as part of a more extensive and comprehensive design environment. In addition the current research focus of the group is on more closely integrating machine design and control processes through model enactment.
